The problem of closure in cumulus parameterization requires an understanding of the sensitivities of convective cloud systems to their large-scale setting. As a step toward such an understanding, this study probes some sensitivities of a simulated ensemble of convective clouds in a two-dimensional cloud-resolving model (CRM). The ensemble is initially in statistical equilibrium with a steady imposed background forcing (cooling and moistening). Large-scale stimuli are imposed as horizontally uniform perturbations nudged into the model fields over 10 min, and the rainfall response of the model clouds is monitored.
Introduction
Current digital computers cannot handle enough degrees of freedom to simulate the whole atmosphere at a resolution sufficient for convective clouds. As a result, various types of atmospheric models exist, each designed to simulate some subset of this wide range of spatial scales. Low-resolution models need some representation of the effects of convective clouds (here called a cumulus parameterization). Limited-area models need some representation of the rest of the atmosphere (in the form of boundary conditions and/or artifical forcing terms).
The motivation for the work reported here is to improve cumulus parameterizations in low-resolution models, by using a cloud-resolving model (CRM) run in a particular configuration. This section explains the simulation strategy employed. It is necessarily rather lengthy, requiring careful consideration of how deep convective circulations are partitioned by artifical model-imposed scale separations due to either low-resolution or limited-area domains. For readability, this extended introduction is divided into several sections. Succinct statements of the model details and results are then given in sections 2 and 3. Section 4 discusses the findings in light of the problem of cumulus parameterization closure, and outlines future directions.
a. Parameterization of convection in low-resolution models
The cumulus parameterization problem can be roughly divided into two parts: 1) formulation of the largescale effects of convection when it is present (often called a ''cloud model''), and 2) formulation of the way in which the large-scale setting determines the expected amount of convection (called the ''closure''). The first problem has its complications, for example, requiring submodels of microphysics and turbulence. Nonetheless it is a relatively straightforward application of smooth-ing operators to construct the necessary terms: the largescale component of condensation, and the large-scale convergence of eddy fluxes by smaller-scale motions (Ooyama 1971; Yanai et al. 1973; Arakawa and Schubert 1974) . The closure part of the problem may appear simpler in structure: in the simplest formulations, one or a few scalar cloud-base mass fluxes are needed as a function of large-scale state variables. However, this functional dependence is not straightforward to construct.
In principle, it might seem that observational data could be used directly to discover a basis for closure, simply by looking at differences between observed values of large-scale variables in situations with different amounts and types of convective activity. However, the data (and analysis) would have to be accurate (and careful) enough to discern the underlying causes, by isolating large-scale differences other than those that are simply the large-scale mathematical components of the convection itself. For example, the presence of a cloud in an unsaturated environment increases the large-scale (area averaged) humidity by definition. To test the hypothesis that convection is sensitive to large-scale humidity from area-averaged data alone, it would be necessary to account carefully for this tautological part of the correlation between the two. Large-scale data (in practice, averages over a few rawinsonde point samples) typically lack the necessary accuracy and time resolution for such fine discernment. Over land, where the diurnal cycle often allows good sampling of preconvective conditions, the situation is more hopeful, although the sensitivities of the initial development phase of convective storms (what Emanuel 1994, p. 281 calls ''Type I'' convection) may differ from those of ensemble convection (''Type II'') prevailing over tropical oceans and envisioned in most general purpose cumulus parameterizations.
The full closure problem (which should cover both Type-I and Type-II convection) is very difficult, so this paper aims at an easier target, here called perturbation closure, consisting of an answer to the following question: What are the sensitivities of an ensemble of convective clouds to small externally driven changes in the large-scale state? A reliable answer to this question could be used as a closure in theories or models of largescale waves in the tropical atmosphere, although not of the mean climate or of severe convection over land. It would also serve as a possibly discriminating, albeit partial, test of full closures. Perturbation closure studies are possible with CRM simulations, but existing CRM boundary conditions and forcing protocols are not ideal for the task.
b. Parameterization of large-scale effects in limitedarea models
A lateral boundary condition in a CRM may be viewed as a parameterization of the rest of the atmosphere, embodying a physical assumption about the effects of processes elsewhere upon the domain of interest. External processes may also be reflected in artificial source terms (here called forcing) added to the model's equations, typically uniformly throughout the domain. This section considers some boundary conditions and forcing approaches in common use, why they are not ideal for perturbation closure experiments, and how they can be adapted.
In order to obtain realistic estimates of the sensitivities of a cumulus ensemble, we need a model framework in which clouds are free to vary (e.g., form or decay) realistically in response to a change in their environment. Unfortunately, variations involving precipitating convective clouds cannot be realistically contained in a small horizontal domain. The reason is that a precipitating cloud, although it might easily fit into a small domain, is only the most visible part-the upward branch-of its complete circulation. The remainder includes a spatially extended pattern of divergent horizontal winds and downward motion (often called ''compensating subsidence''), driven by the net latent heating (as implied by the precipitation). This pattern expands rapidly away from a region of heating, in the form of a gravity wave front of ϳ50 m s Ϫ1 phase speed for deep convection, and grows eventually to encompass the whole circumference of the earth in the case of lowlatitude convection (Paegle 1978; Silva Dias et al. 1983; Nicholls et al. 1991; Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz 1989; Bretherton 1993; Mapes 1998) .
One simple approach explored by Sobel and Bretherton (2000) is to assume that this gravity wave-mediated adjustment process is infinitely fast, so that the average temperature profile in the near field of the convection remains fixed. Then large-scale vertical velocity is diagnostically related to heating rate. Here we take a similar approach, but consider the effects of a finite adjustment time. Suppose a deep convective cloud forms or decays somewhere in a CRM domain of 500-km dimension. A heating-induced wave of compensating vertical motion traveling at 50 m s Ϫ1 will begin to arrive at domain boundaries within, at most, 5000 s (83 min). How should CRM boundary conditions handle this wave, in order to allow the further development or decay of the ensemble of convective clouds within the domain to proceed in the most realistic manner?
1) OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: STRENGTHS AND

WEAKNESSES
Open lateral boundary conditions attempt to implement the assumption that the rest of the atmosphere is infinite and homogeneous, for example with its thermodynamic state maintained at some initial values. Unfortunately, open boundary formulations are imperfect, passing some parts of the gravity wave spectrum and reflecting others back into the domain (chapter 8 of Durran 1999) . Another issue is that inflow conditions VOLUME 61
have to be specified for advective tendencies near the boundaries. The errors in these wave and advection effects can combine and accumulate to affect simulations in complex ways, so open boundary approaches are typically used only for short simulations. In that case, however, specification of initial conditions becomes a problem.
For example, open boundary CRM studies of the sensitivities of deep convection have been conducted by Nicholls et al. (1988) and Lucas et al. (2000) , who varied initial soundings and wind profiles and measured some statistics of an ensuing convective storm. The sensitivities inferred from this Type-I or initial-value approach cannot be cleanly interpreted as a perturbation closure, for two reasons. First, the convective storms in such simulations are initiated by special mesoscale initial conditions such as a strong temperature perturbation (cold pool or warm bubble) in an otherwise uniform environment. Second, the initial sounding may be far from the CRM's climate, so that the period of storm development is also a period of model spinup. Some qualitative results from such experiments are undoubtedly reliable, for example, that increased moisture or instability are favorable for deep convection. But quantitative results, such as relative magnitudes or even signs of subtler sensitivities, may not be representative of a more realistic cloud field containing convective cells and mesoscale systems in various stages of their life cycles.
2) PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
In contrast to open boundary conditions, periodic boundary conditions are mathematically clean and simple. However, the underlying assumption about the rest of the atmosphere is that it is exactly like the contents of the simulation domain. If something makes a cloud in the CRM domain grow or decay, an identical growth or decay is implicitly assumed to occur at the same time everywhere else in an infinite atmosphere. An equivalent and perhaps more direct view is that the compensating motions driven by fluctuations of latent heating in the model's convection are unnaturally trapped within the domain. The result is an unrealistic negative feedback; for example, the trapped latent heating associated with one developing cloud artificially suppresses the subsequent development of others.
To remedy this false insensitivity, some method must be devised to counter the unnatural local trapping of compensating vertical motions. In the atmosphere, these compensating motions propagate as wave fronts, as described above, and their crossing of the boundaries of a region of interest is realized as the development of a mean vertical motion over that region. Since a domainmean vertical motion cannot develop in this way in a periodic CRM, a parameterization should express its equivalent effects.
The effects of a large-scale average vertical motion can be formulated as source terms S and S q for the w CRM's potential temperature and specific humidity equations, modeled on an apparent advective tendency:
q ‫ץ‬z Such source terms are commonly used to force CRMs to produce convection with intensity and mean vertical structure similar to observations. For example, Grabowski et al. (1996, hereafter GWM) , from which this study flows, used a forcing like (1) and (2), with w estimated from rawinsonde-array measurements of the mean updraft in an observed patch of convecting atmosphere over the tropical Atlantic. 1 The forcing was applied uniformly across the CRM domain, representing the net effects of motions on all scales larger than those resolved within the domain. Here the same tactic is used, but with forcing divided into three parts: a background forcing, which sets the basic state of the cumulus ensemble; a stimulus forcing, which operates only for short periods; and advection by a parameterized heating-induced perturbation vertical motion p , which gives the w simulated cumulus ensemble the freedom to respond to stimuli in a more realistic, lasting way.
3) PARAMETERIZATION OF HEATING-INDUCED LARGE-SCALE VERTICAL MOTION
Parameterization of p embodies a physical assumpw tion about the rest of the atmosphere: it is open to the radiation of thermally forced gravity waves of compensating vertical motion emanating from latent heating fluctuations in the region represented by the CRM domain. For a large-scale region of interest that is smaller than the Rossby deformation scale, anomalous ascent should develop as a time-lagged response to regionmean heating anomalies, where the characteristic time lag is the time for a gravity wave to travel half the width of the region (Fig. 15 of Mapes 1998) . One way to emulate this process for a periodic CRM is to compute a parameterized large-scale ascent p (t, z) as a timew lagged function of the domain-averaged heating Q(t, z), and apply the effects of p as advection-like source w terms constructed like (1) and (2).
The vertical structure part of this p computation is w complicated by the fact that gravity waves are highly dispersive by vertical wavelength. A physically correct approach would be to decompose Q and p spectrally w into modes of the vertical structure equation (Fulton and M A P E S Schubert 1985) and construct p by modal superposiw tion, with each mode characterized by a different time lag corresponding to its gravity wave speed (as in Fig.  15 of Mapes 1998) . Such a p parameterization (albeit w in simpler Fourier modes in pressure) has been developed and utilized by Bergman and Sardeshmukh (2004) in connection with a single-column model study. Those authors also considered a second-order parameterization in time, which can capture damped oscillations in the time series of the response of p to Q (also seen in Fig. w 15 of Mapes 1998), but they find that level of elaboration excessive given all uncertainties. In this first effort at parameterizing large-scale dynamics in a CRM, we start with the simplest possible approach: a single vertical structure and gravity wave speed c; and first-order dynamics in time (lag only, no oscillation).
c. Simplifying approximations and domain choices
For no reason other than simplicity, these CRM experiments used the same fixed vertical structure of the source terms S and S q , for both background forcing and advection by parameterized heating-induced anomalous vertical motions p . This structure (shown in Fig. 2a , w later) is derived from GWM's Global Atmospheric Research Programme (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) observational analyses at 1200 UTC 2 September 1974. The time lag parameter relating p w and Q is T ϭ 2 h, which is the time it takes a gravity wave with a speed of 40 m s Ϫ1 to travel 288 km. Furthermore, domain-total surface rainfall is used as a proxy for heating here, introducing an additional time delay associated with the microphysics of raindrop production and fallout. A more careful treatment would require the nontrivial programming task of querying and processing the CRM's heating or temperature fields frequently during run time, while the present approximate treatment allowed the CRM to be used as more of a black box, with domain-accumulated rainfall every 10 min (a standard output) used to simply rescale the timedependent amplitudes of the fixed profiles of S and S q . Unfortunately, this simplicity of implementation was gained at the cost of weaker interpretations, especially of the relative sensitivity of the CRM's convection to perturbations with monopole versus dipole profiles (section 4). Future work is planned with a more accurate large-scale dynamics parameterization.
The experiments described here use a two-dimensional (2D) periodic CRM domain of 1600-km horizontal span, for historical and practical reasons. This domain should not be construed as literally representing the size and shape of an atmospheric region for which we want a perturbation closure. Rather, we use this 1600-km 2D domain to address cumulus-ensemble sensitivities relevant to a 3D region of a size typical of a coarse global model's grid cell. For the present runs with T ϭ 2 h, that size is roughly twice 288 km. This implicit spatial scale (T times gravity wave speed) can differ arbitrarily from the explicit size of the CRM domain, whose only importance to the results is in determining how many clouds fit inside to compose the cumulus ensemble being probed.
Statistically significant discrimination of convective sensitivities requires an ensemble of numerous convective clouds of diverse sizes, in all stages of their life cycles. A large ensemble can be achieved by a large domain size, a long enough time over which to measure changes, or both. In either case, sensitivity signals must be measured against the noise of random variability in a control simulation. The present choices-1200-km domain size and 12-h duration of control and perturbed runs-were designed to contain a large enough cumulus ensemble (including multiple mesoscale convective systems) so that signal exceeds noise, and a long enough time for the large, long-lived mesoscale cloud systems to fully contribute their reactions to the ensemble's net sensitivities.
d. Sensitivities to what?
Decisions about which sensitivities of this system to probe were also guided by a physical assumption about the rest of the atmosphere: that it is the source of perturbations to which the simulated cumulus ensemble is asked to respond. For example, if the results are to inform perturbation closure for models of large-scale tropical waves, the perturbations applied to the CRM should be representative of effects that emanate from coherent large-scale fluctuations of distant cumulus ensembles. Convection elsewhere can have at least two effects on a region of interest. First, as large-scale waves forced by remote heating fluctuations pass through the region, they cause vertical displacements of material surfaces. Second, remote convection (and other processes) can also affect the vertical shear of the horizontal wind.
For clarity of interpretation, stimuli relevant to these effects of remote convection are considered separately, and idealized. Doses of each stimulus are introduced suddenly (via strong nudging terms during a 10-min period) to a CRM domain containing a quasi-steadysimulated cumulus ensemble. Although this temporal structure is unrealistic, it does serve to cleanly separate stimulus from response. The vertical structures of wavedisplacement stimuli are chosen to correspond to the first and second baroclinic dynamical vertical modes of the troposphere, with monopole and dipole profiles of vertical displacement. These two vertical modes (more strictly, spectral bands) are observed to be strongly excited by tropical mesoscale convective systems (Mapes and Houze 1995) , and contribute importantly to variability observed in rawinsondes (Mapes 1998) , so they are relevant stimuli for these sensitivity experiments. These structures may also be relevant to quasigeostrophic forcings to which the atmosphere exposes convection: for example, an upper-level trough digging into the Tropics causes a deep lifting of the troposphere, while (c) In the present study, large-scale ascent is divided into three parts: a background forcing, which produces a realistic ensemble for sensitivity studies; a rapid (10 min) strong nudging to introduce stimuli; and parameterized anomalous large-scale ascent that interacts with anomalous latent heating. a wave in the midtropospheric African easterly jet causes vertical-dipole secondary circulations. The space of possible wind shears is very large, so we consider only one shear profile, based on observations.
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e. Summary of the approach
A schematic outlining the present approach is shown in Fig. 1 . In natural convection, heating is fully interactive with dynamics, including the large-scale component of vertical motion as indicated in Fig. 1a . For forced CRM simulations like those of GMW, and related single-column model (SCM) experiments , the effect of heating on large-scale vertical motion is simply severed (Fig. 1b) . In the present approach (Fig. 1c) , large-scale vertical advection is divided into three parts: 1) a background forcing, which sets up the basic strength and depth of the convective cloud ensemble being probed; 2) a stimulus forcing, which introduces idealizations of remotely driven changes to the region containing the cumulus ensemble; and 3) advection by the parameterized anomalous largescale component of vertical motion p , driven by w domain-mean heating anomalies.
The result is a model capable of simulating the sensitivities, to perturbations introduced through part 2, of a realistic (since part 1 is derived from observations) precipitating cumulus ensemble system, including its attendant thermally driven mean updraft (via part 3). With this orientation and background, section 2 now presents the details of the model and simulations in succinct form. Results are reported in section 3, and discussed in section 4.
Model and experimental details
The experiments described here are offshoots of the 2D computations of GWM, using the Clark-Hall cloud model (Clark et al. 1996) . In GWM, horizontally uniform temperature and moisture forcing terms were prescribed as a function of time and altitude. These forcings were derived from sounding-array observations of apparent large-scale advection, predominantly vertical advection, during the GATE experiment of 1974. Domainaverage horizontal wind was relaxed strongly (with a 2-h time scale) toward GATE observations, again as a function of time and altitude.
The current experiments start from the GWM forcing and model state corresponding to 1200 UTC 2 September 1974, when a fairly strong mesoscale convective system is present in the domain. An extra temperature forcing of Ϫ1.8 K day Ϫ1 through most of the troposphere was added to the GWM forcing, to represent radiative cooling (no radiation scheme has been used). The resulting total background forcing (Fig. 2a, solid curve) has a maximum amplitude of Ϫ19 K day Ϫ1 at 5 km, and a comparable peak moisture forcing rate (dotted curve, expressed in latent heat units) of 16 K day Ϫ1 at 2.5 km. The column-averaged moist static energy source due to these forcing terms is Ϫ0.90 K day Ϫ1 , requiring a net surface flux of about 100 W m Ϫ2 to achieve steady state. This required flux keeps the model boundary layer coupled to the 27ЊC sea surface.
In order to move the simulation into a statistically steady state with a suitably large and diverse set of convective clouds, the model was run for an 18-h equilibration period with the forcings held constant and the domain size quadrupled to 1600 km, beginning with four copies of the initial fields. Small (10%) random perturbations to the surface flux caused the four copies of the initial convective clouds to evolve differently. Also, to disrupt any possible artificial persistence associated with shear-induced mesoscale organization in two dimensions, the imposed shear was set to 0 at hour 10 in this 18-h equilibration period. By the end, some residual near periodicity can still be detected in the cloud fields (Fig. 3c) , but the cloud ensemble is diverse, with several convective clouds in various stages of their life cycles as well as some mesoscale anvils Ͼ100 km in size in the upper troposphere.
After this 18-h forced preconditioning period, 12-h control and sensitivity integrations were conducted, with parameterized large-scale dynamics as discussed in section 1. Specifically, anomalies in domain-total rainfall were assumed to drive, via heating-induced vertical motion, anomalies in the advective forcings S and S q . For simplicity, these advection anomalies were assumed to have the same profiles as the background forcing (Fig.  2a) , so in practical terms the forcing terms were simply rescaled by a factor f, which is unity at the beginning of the 12-h sensitivity integrations, and thereafter is computed according to the discrete formula:
where R is rain rate, R 0 is its value at the beginning of the 12-h period, ⌬t ϭ 10 min, and T ϭ 2 h. This discrete formula corresponds to the differential equation:
[ ]
dt T R(0)
with the sense of the result being that f is a time-lagged, smoothed version of whatever normalized rain-rate changes occur during the integration.
The sensitivity experiments evolve from initial perturbations to the wind or thermodynamic fields, with the structures shown in Fig. 2b (with its sign reversed) and Fig. 4 . Perturbations or ''stimuli'' are introduced by horizontally uniform high-intensity nudging terms in the first 10 min of these 12-h simulations. In the case of wind shear, the stimulus is maintained after its introduction by continuous relaxation of the domain-mean wind in Fig. 2b with a 2-h time scale, as in GWM. The stimulus structures in Fig. 4 were calculated as vertical displacements of a mean GATE sounding at 1200 UTC 2 September 1974, by vertical motions whose structure corresponds to the two leading baroclinic dynamical vertical modes of the GATE mean density stratification profile. These modes were computed using the method of Fulton and Schubert (1985) .
Results
The control run features growth and decay of several mesoscale convective systems with 6-12-h lifetimes, as well as shorter-lived precipitating convective clouds (Fig. 3) . The control run's 12-h time series of surface rainfall is repeated in Figs. 5a ,b,c (heavy curve). A mild downward trend is seen through the period, especially in the early-middle hours, when two or three of the initial storms happen to die out (Fig. 3b) .
The stimulus corresponding to deep upward displacement (upper solid curve in Fig. 5a ) provokes a rapid increase of rainfall in the first hour, as the convection responds to this pulse of moistening and cooling. This rapid growth slows after waves of compensating vertical motion have traveled a typical intercloud distance and thus pervaded the domain (Cohen and Craig 2004) , about half an hour for ϳ100-km cloud spacing. After 1-2 h, the rain rate eventually settles into a new quasisteady state about 10%-15% higher than in the control run. The stimulus corresponding to deep downward displacement causes a response opposite in sign and similar in magnitude (lower solid line in Fig. 5a ), suggesting near linearity of the response to perturbations of this magnitude. A third experiment was performed, in which only the cooling perturbation associated with deep lifting was applied, without the moisture perturbation (dotted curve). This case shows about half the rain-rate change apparent in the full upward-displacement experiment, suggesting (if linearity holds) that the partial sensitivies to temperature and moisture components of a deep large-scale vertical displacement are approximately equal. The systematic signals in these experiments appear to be statistically significant, that is, considerably larger than the noisy high-frequency variability in the individual time series.
The vertical dipole perturbation experiments are shown in Fig. 5b . For the case with upward displacement at low levels (i.e., perturbations with the signs indicated in Fig. 4b ), rainfall increases sharply (top solid curve). Again, the opposite-signed response to an opposite per- turbation (lower solid curve) is nearly equal in magnitude, suggesting near-linear sensitivity over this range. In this case, the initial changes of rain rate in the first hour are even larger than the response to the singlesigned displacement in Fig. 5a , suggesting a high sensitivity. However, this strong initial response does not persist as strongly through the later hours. This lack of persistence is probably an artifact of the fixed vertical structure of our parameterized large-scale dynamics.
The result of the experiment with (reversed) wind shear reintroduction is shown in the dashed line in Fig.  5c . Evidently, shear has no statistically significant effect on rain rate, as the shear and control curves cross each other repeatedly and generally lie within the range of each other's range of high-frequency noise.
Discussion
Since this sensitivity study was motivated by the need for cumulus-parameterization closures, consider the results in relation to a highly simplified closure used in a leading contemporary climate model: the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate Model (CCM2). In that model, the Zhang and McFarlane (1995) deep convection scheme's closure specifies the cloud-base mass flux entering a bulk plume formulation, as a function of the convective available potential energy (CAPE; or height-integrated lifted buoyancy) of an undiluted parcel of near-surface air. Although mass flux and rain rate are not synonymous, they may be likely to vary roughly proportionately for small-amplitude convection variations in a humid trop- Response to second-mode vertical displacements. Upper solid curve: upward displacement at low levels (i.e., same sign as in Fig. 4b ). Lower curve: downward at low levels. (c) Response to sudden imposition and maintenance of wind shear, which is the negative of that shown in Fig. 2b (dashed curve). ical simulation. We lack a diagnostic quantity from the CRM that corresponds well with the effective cloudbase mass flux associated with the exact entrainingplume formulation assumed in the scheme. This discussion will neglect the distinction between mass flux and rain-rate changes, but not press too hard at quantitative comparisons where this neglect is unjustifiable.
The sensitivity of our CRM cumulus ensemble to deep large-scale vertical displacement was found to be quasi linear and of the expected sign (upward displacement yielding more rain). About half as great a rainfall increase occurs in response to the cooling alone, implying that the other half of the sensitivity to upward displacement comes through a dependence on humidity in the free troposphere. In contrast, undiluted CAPE has essentially no dependence on humidity above the parcel origin layer, so it is likely that a CAPE-based closure would not conform to the CRM result.
Another relevant finding is that moderate wind shear has no significant effect on simulated rain rate. This insensitivity is consistent with observations of very small differences among average rain rates in different wind shear conditions (Table 9 of Lucas and Zipser 2000) , but note that those authors pointedly resisted the interpretation implied here. Their initial-condition or Type-I storm-development simulations (Lucas et al. 2000) , like those of Nicholls et al. (1988) , show a very strong sensitivity to wind shear. However, that sensitivity may be specific to the initial-development phase of convection (see also Fig. 5 of Xu et al. 1992) , and may be overestimated in two-dimensional geometry (as noted by Xu and Randall 1996) . Conveniently, the present finding supports the validity of existing thermodynamic cumulus-parameterization closures, which typically do not depend on wind shear.
For the case of vertical-dipole perturbations, the qualitative result is clear: the sign of the lower-tropospheric perturbation is found to dominate the response. That is,
low-level ascent enhances rainfall, despite concomitant upper-level subsidence. Nicholls et al. (1988) also report a strong positive sensitivity of rainfall to a vertical dipole temperature anomaly. Unfortunately, more quantitative results for the dipole perturbation are distorted in these experiments, since the initial and longtime sensitivities are so different (strong and weak, respectively). Such dipole perturbations with lower-level ascent tend to cause a flourishing of precipitating cumulus congestus clouds in the lower half of the troposphere, at the expense of deeper convection (Stensrud and Maddox 1988; Johnson et al. 1995; Bister and Mapes 2004) . If the associated lower-tropospheric heating were allowed to drive large-scale vertical motions more realistically, with a vertical profile concentrated in the lower troposphere, the result could be a positive feedback (Wu 2003) . The reason can be glimpsed in Fig. 4b : vertical motion in the second baroclinic mode substantially affects net vertically integrated moisture (dotted line), but with very little vertically averaged temperature change (solid line), so it increases the column's moist static energy, unlike upward motion in the first baroclinic mode (Fig. 4a; Neelin and Held 1987) . This positive feedback mechanism for shallow precipitating convection is presumably limited by the tendency for shallow convection to become deeper as it becomes stronger (Wu 2003) . Sadly, these potentially interesting second-mode dynamics are short circuited in the present CRM study, as the strong initial changes of rainfall are only allowed to drive (parameterized) large-scale motions yielding the fixed source-term structure in Fig. 2a , which is fairly similar to first baroclinic-mode structure (Fig. 4a) . We plan to revisit these experiments with a multimode largescale dynamics parameterization.
The transient responses in Figs. 5a and 5b suggest a very high sensitivity of convective rainfall to dipole perturbations, implying a concentration of sensitivity at low levels and possibly a strong component of sensitivity to the humidity perturbation. These results would not be well captured by a closure based on CAPE, whose only dependence on anomalies in free-tropospheric conditions involves a height integral of anomalous virtual temperature. The concentration of convective sensitivity at low levels may be rationalized in traditional parceltheory terms as a dependence on convective inhibition (CIN; e.g., Colby 1984) , although the value of CIN is very sensitive to its exact definition so careful work is needed to correctly capture the real sensitivity in question.
In summary, the sensitivities gleaned from these experiments are already sufficient to indicate shortcomings of existing cumulus parameterization closures. These results should be checked, better quantified, and extended in additional CRM experiments, preferably in three dimensions, with a range of different background forcings, and with a better (two mode or multimode) large-scale dynamics parameterization. The general idea of parameterizing the strong and theoretically well-understood large-scale dynamical response to localized heating appears to be a sufficiently useful improvement over forced CRM simulations to merit further development and use. This approach can be used for singlecolumn models (SCMs) as well as CRMs, as illustrated by Bergman and Sardeshmukh (2004) . Improving SCM sensitivities to better match those of a CRM, in a setting with parameterized large-scale dynamics, seems like a potentially fruitful approach for improving the actual performance of cumulus parameterizations in 3D atmosphere models.
